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How to select a cat breeder

Responsible cat breeders produce better cats

It is your youngest son's birthday and you want to give him a pet that 

will be sociable and one that will fit in with your household.  You 

decide that a cat would be a good idea.  But how does one go about 

choosing a pet cat?  Jump ahead to the next chapter to learn how to 

select a breed of cat.

Once you have decided on the breed of cat, then look for legitimate 

cat breeders who can supply you with the cat you require.  Try to 

attend cat shows and ask for a recommendation.  It also helps to read 

the newspapers or surf the internet since most breeders have their 

own sites.

Buying a cat from a responsible cat breeder will not ensure you have a 

purebred cat but will guarantee that you are getting a healthy cat. 

You can also ask about retired breeders as they can sell at lower 

prices.  Cats purchased from retired breeders are often better than 

kittens as they are probably already neutered, of high quality and they 

can easily adjust to their new home.



Responsible breeders will not sell very young kittens that are not yet 

weaned.  Also choose a breeder who will provide a health guarantee 

for the kitten as well as complete papers and registration.

Tips in finding cat breeders

1. To get good cat breeders, make sure to talk to people who may 

have purchased animals from the same breeders as they can give you 

insights as to how responsible the breeder is.

2. Ask the breeder for references and go check on these references.

3.Check a cat breeders cattery list because if the breeder has lots of 

available kittens, then it may mean that the breeder is having a hard 

time finding homes for these kittens and the reason may be 

significance to you.

4. Make sure the breeder can give you the cat registration, health 

records and pedigree records.  

A cat's lifespan is normally 20 years or more, depending on the care it 

is given.  Choosing a responsible breeder will make your cat not only 

healthier, but live longer.



Selecting a breed of cat

How to choose the cat breed that works for you

First you have to do some research on the breed of cat that interests 

you, or that would fit your son or your family's personality.   Most 

people will give a cat one look and they have already decided.  Of 

course, a nice-looking cat would be a welcome treat but the choice of 

cat should not only be based on its looks but also on its temperament.

Consider if there are children in the household and research what 

breed of cats are friendly and are easy to groom and to take care of? 

And then decide whether you would like to get a kitten or an older cat.

If dog is man's best friend, then cats are a man's caprice.  

Aside from being expensive, purebred cats are difficult to care for as 

they require their owner's love and attention.  Cats are like babies, 

because they need to be fed, sometimes bathed, combed, played with 

and cared for.

Cats are best bought from responsible cat breeders.  Hobbyists choose 



to own purebred cats because their temperaments are more 

predictable than cats with unknown pedigrees.

If you are getting a cat from a cat breeder, ask him about the number 

of cat breeds that he has so you can choose from them.  Also, ask him 

how many years he has been breeding cats and whether he can give 

you a health guarantee and complete papers for the cat.

Top cat breeds

If you want to show off your cat then it is best to choose from among 

the top five cat breeds throughout the world.

1. Persian

Persian cats are called Persian for their country of origin.  Persians 

have a long coat, sweet personality and have the ability to blend into 

the household.  These are the qualities that made Persians one of the 

top choices of cat lovers.  However, its long coat requires daily 

combing to avoid tangles.

2. Maine Coon

These are long-haired cats with good mouse hunting skills.  These cats 



are good companions for children.

3. Exotic

This breed can offer you the better of two worlds.  The Exotic cat has 

the look of a Persian cat, but it has short hair, making it easy to 

groom.  They look like teddy bears with their thick and short coats. 

These cats are sweet and good companions like the Persians.

4. Siamese

Siamese cats originally came from Siam or Thailand.  This cat 

possesses an aristocratic head, looks almost like a deer because of its 

stiff ears, and has a short coat.   Siamese cats have long bodies, long 

legs and long necks.

5. Abyssinian

These cats are very elegant-looking, much like the cats portrayed in 

Egyptian sculptures.  Abyssinia is the former name of Ethiopia. 

However, Abyssinian cats did not originate in Ethiopia.  They got the 

name because the first cats of Abyssinian breed, which were exhibited 

in England, were from Abyssinia.


